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:i:ost entirely composed of silica. Phosphorus and lime 

I 
cubic inches, the two varieties of algm mentioned above had 

are the chief bone-making elements in cereals, bones being- disappeared, and the bed of the Vesle was covered with a 
nearly one half composed of phosphate of lime; and artificifl long whitish alga, caned hypheothrirr. 
phosphates of lime are largely used as manure for wheat. 
'1'here are two kinds of phosphate, soluble and insoluble. 
Tbe insoluble phosphate takes years to decompose; there
fore, in order to grow wheat by it, it must be converted into 
soluble phosphate, such as the superphosphate, familiar to 
our agricultural readers. 

Plants require two kinds of food, vegetable and mineral, 
or rather organic and inorganic, as the former constituents 
are also to be obtained from animal matter; and the in
organic matter is found in the soil and in the air. But alto· 
gether, growing cereals must be supplied with nitrogen, car
bon, silica, and phosphoric acid; and without these, no pro
fitable crops can be obtained. 

WHEN IS WATER UNFIT TO DRINK1 

BY PROFESSOR AI,.BERT R. LEEDS. 

There is perhaps no question more important to the in
habitants of many cities, nor one which more severely taxes 
the resources of applied science, than the determination of 
the fitness or unfimess of a water supply. The difficulty 
arises from the fact that, in some cases, a water may bave 
taste, smell, color, and a considerable amount of foreign 
matter, and at the S'l.me time be drunk with little or no in
jury: while another water, which is agreeable to the taste, 
limpid, colorless,and with little foreign matter, may yet con· 
tain abundant sources of disease. 

The literature of the subject shows that tbere are two 
classes of thinkers, one of which puts great faith in the effi
cacy of natural agencies to bring about the purification of 
polluted streams, the other which contends that the ouly safe 
plan is to reject water which has ever been contaminated by 
sewage, etc. TlftI evidence elicited by the Royal Co=ission 
on the water supply of London is that principally quoted by 
both classes, and cannot be r egarded as conclusive. The 
rapid extension of our Knowledge in this branch of sanitary 
chemistry is such, however, tJ;at we may anticipate greater 
certainty in these matters, and imparts great interest to 80me 
recently published methods of investigation. Anyone who 
refelS to analyses, made a few years back, will find that it was 
deemed sufficient to giv;e the character and amount of the 
mineral substances contained in the water, while the organic 
and volatile substances were expressed in a sum total, no at
tempt being made to determine their precise character. But, 
except in cases where the mineral substances were positively 
deterious or excessive in quantity,tbis did not settle the ques
tion. Of late, the greatest attention has been paid to the or
ganic constituents, and the analvses state what amount of 
putrefiable matter is present. 

"
A careful determination is 

also made of the amount of ammonia, and of nitrous and 
nitric acids. These are regarded as the forms which the or
ganic matter in large part assumes after it has passed through 
the putrefiable stage, and indicate therefore the degree of 
previous contamination. 

But it is said, and with truth, that all these things may be 
known to a wonderful deg-ree of nicety, and yet there may 
be substances present capable of rendering the water alto· 
getber unsafe for drinking. It is urged that the living or
ganism is exceedbgly sensitive to substances whose capacity 
for injury is fatal, even when presentin amount so small as 
to render their weighing, and even detection, impossIble. 
But of late, the fauna and flora of water courses have been 
studied, with a view of learning what assistance they could 
be in the matter, and the results are highly encouraging. 

It has long been known that dissolved oxygen played a 
great part in the purification of streams, and was tbe princi
pal agent by which putrefiable substanctls were broken up 
and converted into harmless inorganic compounds. A recent 
essay by M. Gerardin,to which the prize was awarded by the 
Paris Academy of Sciences, contains some striking results ob
tained by the abovementioned methods of investigation. To 
summarize, these methods were: 

At Compense mill, the oxygen had increased to 0'5 cubic 
inch, the hypluothrW., had almost completely disappeared, and 
tbe sparganium simplex was again abundant. Below this 
point the amount of oxygen increased, and with it a corres
ponding change took place in the vegetation until,at Braisne, 
the water contained 0 '66 cubic inches of oxygen per litre, all 
traces of pollution had disappeared, and fish and watercress 
flourished. 

From this it would appear that a properly aerated and 
pure water showed, when polluted, the amount of pollution 
by a corresponding diminution of oxygen, by the appearance 
of sparganium simplex, spirogyra, hypheothrix, biggiatoa and 
ossilaria, and a progressive improvement by a corresponding 
increase of oxygen, and the appearance of these plants in re
verse order. It remains for us to apply and extend this 
knowledge to our own streams. Fortunately, the means are 
not wanting, since the great monograph on the fresh water 
algm, magnificently illustrated with plates, by Dr. H. C. 
Flood, which was not published by the American Philosophi
cal Society,has been recently printed by the Smithsonian In
stitution. 

e .• _. 

THE FAIR OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE. 

After a successful exhibition, the fair has closed. The 
display, remarkably good in the early weeks, improved as 
tardy exhibitors gradually added their contributions, until, 
during the closing days, every available foot of space was 
filled with a variety of articles certainly exceeding in interest, 
if not in numbers, those presented at the fairs of several 
preceding years. The venerable Institute, we think, needed 
the new life which evidently has been infused into it, to res
cue it from the state of respectable fossilism into which it 
was rapidly lapsing. Its fairs, herefore, have been conducted 
more on the principle of adverti�ing a few steady exhibitors, 
and furnishing a chronic yearly lrrievance for a very large 
number of otbers, tban as an instructive and attractive ex
hibition for tbe general public. The energy which has 
characterized the management of the fair just over has 
worked a great change for the better; and since the favor of 
the public has been courted by means well calculated to win 
the same, it is to be hoped that the substantial rewards thus 
fairly merited have been received. 

During our last stroll through the building, we noted a 
few novelties which have recently been added. Of these, we 
give brief defJcriptions below: Captain J. B. Stoner, of life
preserving-suit fame, exhibits three huge models of 

FLOATING J,IGHTHOUSES 

or telegraph stations. These �re large floats made in differ 
ent ways, some being tanks, others being stages supported 
on buoys. It is proposed to moor these in deep water, and 
to connect them with the submarine cable, so that ships 
reaching them during their voyages may be able to transmit 
intelligence to their owners or consignees. A superstructure 
of light and strong construction is raised on the floats, and is 
suitably built either for a lighthouse tower, fog whistle, or 
any otber purposes desired. vVhether these peculiar craft 
can be moored at sea so as to withstand heavy weather is 
questionable; but it seems that the system of large floats 
with houses built on them might serve better for hospital 
purposes thall the old hulks which have been devoted to 
that end in the Quarantine Station near this city. 

A NEW PIN 

is exhibited, which will become quite popular, we think, for 
many purposes, on account of the impossibility of its work
ing out of the fabric in which it is placed. It is made of a 
piece of ordinary wire sharpened at both ends. One extrem
ity is then turned down and wound spirally for a couple of 
turns about the shank. When the pin is inserted, a slight 
twist given to the bent end causes the sharp point on the spi
ral to catch and enter in t,he cloth. The inventor has not 
only devised the pin, but some very ingenious machinery for 
its manufacture. One apparatus cuts off the wire, sharpens 
the ends, and tbrows the piece into a hopper, whence it passes 
into another machine which produces the spiral. The rate 
of production of the pins is about 200 per minute. Mr. R. 
W. Huston, of Brooklyn, N. Y .. is the inventor. 

We mentioned, last week, the 
MINERAI, WOOJ, 

1. A deterruinatbn of the amount of oxygen held in solu
tion. 2. An observation of green plants and aquatic mol
lusks. 3. A microscopic examination of algre and infnsoria. 
It is claimed that the results obtained by these three methods 
were identical, and that, where the water was clear, with 
abundance of fish, watercress, etc., tke water contairied a cor
respondingly large amount of oxygen; while in places where 
the dissolved oxygen was small, fish and the higher types of 
aqnatic plants were wanting, and certain low forms of vege
table growth had taken their place. The river Vesle in France made of blast fumace slag, which a mistaken foreign contem-

from Rheims to Braisne was taken as the field of observa- porary announced as a new German invention. Specimens 
of this material have been exhibited at the fair, manufaction. It was studied over a distance of 37�· miles, during 

which it received the sewage of one large town (that of Rheims, tured under the Player patent, granted in this country in 

the daily flow of which amounts 4,180,000 gallons) and other 1870. The wool weighs about 30 pounds per cubic foot, and 
is sold at 2 cents per pound. It costs about 5 cents per impurities. Above Rheims, the water (which was clear, square foot of surface, 1 inch in thickness. It closely re wholesome, and with abundance of fish, charas, watercress, . ,  . -. . tc ) c taO d 066 bi . h '  61 b' . h f sembles genume wool, but IS of much shorter fiber, and IS IrlS, e .  on me cu c Inc In cu IC Inc es o .  . 

t I . th h b b b Rh . th somewhat grItty. From a report of tests made by a comm1t-wa er. n passmg roug a su ur a ove elms, e I • •  

V 1 
. d th f f d k h' h i d  tee of the Franklm Instltute, we learn that., when used as es e receIve e re use 0 some ye wor s, w IC co ore . . . 

th t d· 1 f th fi h d t feltmg, the mmeral wool retams heat somewhat more than 
e wa er; an m p ace 0 e s an wa ercress, gparga- . .  . 

. . l k 't At ' t h th one tenth longer than common feltmg. The matenal IS 
n.um If!mp ex ma es 1 s appearance. a pom w ere e . . 

t h d . d tb t t f th fi " 
1 

entIrely mdifferent to dampness and fire, and does not decay. wa er a receIve e con en s o  e ve pnncipa sewers 
of Rheims, the water was thoroughly polluted and contained 
but 0 '03 cubic inch of oxygen in 61 cutic inches. Two species 
of algm, the biggiatoa alba and the o8cillaria natans, were de
veloped largely, the latter to such an extent that the whole 
surface of the sluggish water was covered with a thick 
blackish coat. 

This coat was seemingly so solid that animals and even 
men have rushed on it, mistaking it for terra jirma. Above 
the mill at Macan, where the ox;ygep. hlld inoreased to 0'4!) 

A NEW CESSPOOL 

is exhibited, in which the novel feature is a stirrer, shaped 
like a propeller blade, and placed horizontally near the bot
tom. It is mounted on a vertical shaft, which terminates in 
a crank handle above. During a rainfal, when water is 
escaping rapidly through the sewer pipe leading out of the 
cesspool, the crank is turned first one way and then the 
other, until currents are established in the mass, when the 
latter is carried into the sewer. It is stated that, by this 
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means, cesspools can be rapidly and effectually el@anl'led, 
without manual labor. 

A CAPPING MACHINE, 

for affixing the metallic caps to jars, is a useful invention 
for druggists, grocers, and others who put up large quanti
ties of bottled goods. The cap is placed in position over the 
cork. and the top pressed against a die, which. being sup
ported by a spring, yields, allowing swiftly revolving 
smoothers to act upon the cap, behind the rim of the bottle 
mc;mtb, and press it neatly in place. Various sizes of dies 
are used for different bottles. A gross of caps are easily 
attached in about fifteen minutes. 

ARTIFICIAL HONEYCOMB FOUNDATIONS, 

prepared by Mr. John Long, a well known apiculturist of 
tbis city, are a novelty, and one which, it seems. may be pro
ductive of considerable economy in the cost of securing 
honey for the markets. It has been estimated that the 
actual cost of a pound of comb is equivalent, at least, to that 
of twenty-five pounds of honey; and beekeepers cannot, 
without considerable loss, afford to melt dOWl<n any combs 
that can be used to advantage. Mr. Long makes comb foun
dations of pure bleached wax, and from these the bees raise 
their cells on an amount of feed which ordinarily would not 
induce them to build comb at all. The foundations, it is 
said, make wbite delicate guides. They are very easily fas
tened in the boxes, and honey stored in them has been ship. 
ped long distances without damage either through leakage 
or fracture, and the bees seem to like the improvement. 
Thus even the honey bee has become the patron of a pat
ented invention. 

..... 

SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL INFORMATION. 

FERMENTATION FROM INORGANIC SUBSTANCEH. 

M. Mairet communicates to the French Academy of Sci
ences a curious experiment which, from the extraordinary re
sult, leads to the bfllief that either the author has failed to 
take into account some circumstances not noticed, or else that 
a discovery of importance, worthy of further and careful in
vestigation, has been made. He says that he mixed acetate 
of potash, nitrate of potasb, and phosphate of soda together, 
all being in aqueous solution. At the end of a few days, the 
acetic acid appeared to be destroyed, nitrogen was diseng9.ged, 
and the liquid contained ouly carbonate of potash and phos
phate of soda. The action may be compared to a sort of 
fermentation in the case of the acetate, and more especially 
since it was accompanied by fife development in the liquid 
of a glassy substance, similar to that which sometimes ac
companies the fermentation of sugar. 

GAS FROM DEAD ANIMALS AND SEWAGE. 

A process of making gas from dead animals, sewage, and 
other refuse, which recently received a very favorable report 
from a commission appointed by the authorities of Breslau, 
Germany, has been subjected to extended practical tests and 
proved a failure. The material produces less than half the 
gas than is evolved by an equal quantity of coal; it costs 
twice as much, and requires a special combustihle; and the gas 
is so full of impurities as to render its purification both diffi
cult and very expensive. 

D1SCOYERY 01<' TEI,LURIUM IN CHILI. 

For a long time tellurium was found only in Transylvania 
ullt of late years deposits of it have been discovered in Tur 
key, and in Colorado and Nevada. Recently the element 
has been found in Chili in the shape of tellurate of silver or 
tellurate of lead. 

THE ENGI,ISH 81-TUN GUN ECLIPHED. 

According to the Kolnische Zeit1tng, Krupp is making pre· 
parations for the construction of a 124-tun cannon. This 
enormous gun will throw steel bolts weighing more than 
2,200 Ibs. each, and will require a load of powder weigh

ing 400 Ibs. It is estimated that tbe projectile will pierce 
at a distance of 3,200 Jeet the heaviest plates, of 23'8 inches 
thickness, now used on the English ironclads, and that its 
extreme range will excef.d beven miles and a half. 

A NEW ADUJ,TERA�ION OJ<' PORT WINE. 

This new adulterant, unlike many others, is easily detected 
by non· chemists, and is in some cases dangerous, especially 
when partaken of by the feeble, delicate, and convalescent. 
It is an artificial coloring, which, Shut.tleworth says, consists 
of a mixture of azalin and magenta red. The aniline colors, 
objectionable in themselves, are the more dangerous because 
they not unfrequently contain arsenic. The adultt'ration is 
detected by shaking the suspected wine (and all cheap wines 
are to be suspected) with an equal volume of amylic alcohol 
(fusel oil). If the wine is genuine port, the amylic alcohol 
remains colorless; but if adulterated, it dissolves out the 
coloring matter, and itself appears of a purple red color. 

e .•.• 

THE coarse long hair from the neck of an old chamois, if 

drawn between the finger and thumb from the root to the 
point, becomes positively electrified, but if drawn in the reo 
verse direction it becomes negatively electrified. 

••••• 

A PIECE vf wood cm from a tree is a good conductor; let it 
be heated and dried, it becomes an insulator; let it be baked 
to charcoal, it becomes' a good conductor again; burn it to 

ashes, and it becomes an insulator once more. 
------........... , .. ------

R. H. H. send us the following recipe for staining ligbt 
wood in walnut color: Take asphaltum varnish 1 part, tur 
pentine 3 or 4. parts, linseed oil 1 part, aDd Venetian red 
ground fine in oil to suit. This will impart to light wood a 

good imitation of walnut, so that it can hardly be detected. 
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